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Abstract

Continuous authentication is mainly associated with the use of biometrics
to guarantee that a resource is being accessed by the same user throughout
the usage period. Wireless devices can also serve as a supporting technology
for continuous authentication or even as a complete alternative to biometrics
when accessing proximity-based services.

In this paper we present the implementation of a secure, non-invasive
continuous authentication scheme supported by the use of Wearable Wireless
Devices (WWD), which allow users to gain access to proximity-based services
while preserving their privacy. Additionally we devise an improved scheme
that circumvents some of the limitations of our implementation.

Keywords: Wearable Wireless Devices, Continuous Authentication,
Proximity-based Services, Privacy

1. Introduction

Wearable wireless devices (WWD) are small personal devices with a num-
ber of integrated sensors that a user might wear or carry in order to help
him/her monitor a wide variety of activities or medical conditions. These
wireless-enabled devices allow the information collected to be shared with
other devices nearby which are responsible for processing and/or presenting
these data in a human-readable way. Therefore, it is not surprising that
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WWDs are becoming a prevalent technology in e-health (e.g., chronic dis-
ease monitoring and elderly assistance) and fitness (e.g., pedometers and
hearth-rate monitors) scenarios. This is, however, only the tip of the iceberg
compared to the envisioned new application scenarios, as suggested by ABI
research (2012) and IMS research (2012).

As these devices become smaller and less costly they can be attached
to clothes or even implanted thereby directly associated with an individ-
ual, which entails serious privacy risks. For example, Saponas et al. (2007)
demonstrated that it is possible to identify and track users wearing Nike+
sensors1 using a simple device which costs less than 30 euros. The origin
of the problem is that these devices are continuously broadcasting a unique
identifier which can be easily linked to the real user by a third party. The
risk is further exacerbated when the devices are implanted inside the indi-
vidual, as recently shown by Gollakota et al. (2011), because they cannot be
disconnected at will.

But these problems are not new, Di Pietro and Mancini (2003) concluded
that the main functionalities of WWDs (i.e. discovery, advertising, and ser-
vice provisioning) should prevent the use of unique identifiers to protect users
privacy but that it was still necessary to find the right balance between pri-
vacy and security because a fully anonymous service may encourage users to
misbehave. Other wireless technologies have also presented similar privacy
problems: Denis Foo Kune and Kim (2012) show that by listening to un-
encrypted broadcast messages from cellular towers it is possible to leak the
location of subscribers. Moreover, Bluetooth (Zafeiropoulos et al., 2010; Hay
and Harle, 2009), Wi-Fi (Kao et al., 2010), and RFID (Sadeghi et al., 2009)
technologies have been extensively used for tracking purposes.

Although the existence of privacy risks may hinder the adoption of WWDs
and detract from all its benefits if not carefully considered, the information
collected by these devices might also be exploited for the creation of ad-
vanced authentication systems by incorporating them as an additional level
of assurance to the process. In particular, proximity-based access control
(PBAC) systems could benefit tremendously from the application of WWDs
because these wireless-enabled personal devices can serve as an authentica-
tion token proving the presence of the individual in a particular location and
thus allow for the straightforward and seamless provision of proximity-based

1http://nikeplus.nike.com/plus/products
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services. Some examples of PBAC services are automatic log-in and log-out
from computers, providing access to restricted facilities, and so forth. For
PBAC systems to work in practice, users need to be continuously authenti-
cated when moving from one protected resource to another.

The main contribution of this work is the design and implementation of
a privacy-aware continuous authentication scheme and architecture for the
delivery of proximity-based services. The devised scheme is supported by the
use of WWDs that unobtrusively interact with the infrastructure on behalf of
the user. In addition we present the design of a more sophisticated solution
that overcomes some of the limitations of our prototype implementation.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the
main features of proximity-based access control systems by reviewing some
previous works in the area. Next, Section 3 presents the architectural compo-
nents of our system and their relationships. This section also defines various
types of adversarial models as well as the security and privacy threats that
they introduce. In Section 4 we presents a number of mechanisms used by
the WWD platform used in our prototype in order to diminish the threats
described in the previous section. Subsequently, Section 5 provides the im-
plementation details of our prototype and discusses some limitations. An
improved version of the prototype implementation is described in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 provides some concluding remarks and discusses possible
lines of future work .

2. Proximity-Based Access Control

It is difficult to date the first proposal using spatial constrains for access
control. We could say that the Spatial Role-based Access Control (SRBAC)
model by Hansen and Oleshchuk (2003) is one of the first to extend the
RBAC model to include location information in security policy definitions
but many proposals followed after that in a short period of time. In this pro-
posal, the authors highlight the importance of providing secure and trusted
location data but relegated this function to a “trusted underlying network
infrastructure”. GEO-RBAC by Damiani et al. (2007) is another extended
RBAC model where roles are activated based on the position of the user.
LoT-RBAC by Chandran and Joshi (2005) copes with both location and
time constrains in the authorisation process. Those proposals focused on
the formal model for authorisation leaving the details on the localisation
infrastructure out of the scope.
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There are some other proposals that include some prototype or that di-
rectly focus on the localisation problem. Proximity-Based Access Control
(PBAC) by Gupta et al. (2006) define a formal access control model based
on proximity for Smart-Emergency Departments and present a prototype us-
ing a proprietary solution based on Ultra-Wide Band RFID. In (Cruz et al.,
2008), a location-aware role-based and attribute-based access control system
is introduced where authors implement a prototype using the Google Api.
In (Kirkpatrick et al., 2011) the authors define the syntax and semantics
of Prox-RBAC as well as the protocols and algorithms for enforcing Prox-
RBAC policies based on usage control logics. They implemented a prototype
using NFC.

Those proposals require the use of a wearable or handled wireless device
that is used to check user location continuously to be able to dynamically
change user permissions. Each time the user location is updated the WWD
has to authenticate against the location verifier, ideally without any or very
little human intervention. When using UHF RFID, as in the prototype by
Gupta et al. (2006), there no needed intervention, whereas using NFC re-
quires that users place the WWD close to the reader. Each approach has
their benefits, while requiring no intervention from the user may feel more
user friendly, it may cause unsolicited access to some services as users do
not become aware of the interactions between their WWDs and the infras-
tructure. On the other hand, requiring users to react every time their device
interact with the infrastructure might discourage the use of the WWDs.

User location can be determined in many ways. Usually the process is
divided in two phases. During the observation phase, which consists of mea-
suring some particular features of the signals (i.e., received signal strength
(RSS), angle of arrival of the signal (AoA), and the time of arrival (ToA)
(Vossiek et al., 2003)), it is possible to determine the distance from the de-
vice to a (set of) reference points (i.e., anchor). After the observation comes
the determination of the position, which can be calculated by the device it-
self (i.e., user-driven) or by a positioning infrastructure (i.e., infrastructure-
driven) (Ferreres et al., 2008).

This classification has interesting connotations from the point of view
of security and privacy. The user-driven approach is more privacy-friendly
because the infrastructure only gets location information when device decides
so and to the extent desired by the device. On the downside, users might
act in a malicious way and try to fool the system in order to gain access to
resources (Capkun and Hubaux, 2006). An infrastructure-based approach is
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more resilient to attacks but the location information is no longer under the
control of the user. Also, an external adversary might try to impersonate the
positioning system or simply observe the communications in order to track
the users without their explicit consent.

For PBAC scenarios, an infrastructure-based approach appears to be
more suitable from a security perspective but it is necessary to deal with
some of the privacy issues arising from its use. Moreover, in our application
scenario we do not need to know the precise position of the users but that
their are in the vicinity of a resource.

3. Problem Statement

This section presents the main assumptions applicable to the rest of this
work. In particular it describes the architecture of our system and the ad-
versarial models under consideration.

3.1. System Architecture

The devised system consists of various architectural components, some
of which are necessarily separated hardware but others might be logically
integrated into the same physical component. An illustration of the elements
of the system as well as well as the relationships among them is provided in
Figure 1.

WWD

Service
Provider

IP Network

Auth. Server

RF

Anchor

Figure 1: System Architectural Components

Anchors are wireless-enabled devices in charge of detecting WWDs near-
by. They also serve as a communication proxy for WWDs, establishing an
indirect link between the authentication server and the WWDs. Therefore,
the anchors in our system are composed of an RF element and an IP element.
The communication between anchors and WWDs takes place in an RF band
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without any intermediaries, while the communication with the Authentica-
tion Server is done by means of an IP network, potentially over the Internet,
using a mutually authenticated SSL channel.

The Authentication Server is used to authenticate the presence of the
users of the system in a particular location, i.e. in the vicinity of a particular
anchor. To that end, the Authentication Server associates the information
received about a WWDs to the anchors that forwarded it. The functionality
of this component might be executed as a standalone service or it might
be integrated with the anchor. The first option is more scalable but the
integrated version might be useful in settings where the number of resources
to be controlled is rather limited and not geographically disperse. In this
work we consider the standalone version.

The Service Provider offer services to users based on their proximity to
particular anchors. Service providers receive events from the Authentication
Server regarding their anchors of interest. Events are triggered whenever an
user gets in or out of range from a particular anchor. In a simplistic scenario
the service provider could integrate an RF antenna and implement a dual
functionality as anchor and service provider.

Finally, the WWDs involved in the system have a pre-established secu-
rity association with the authentication server. Additionally, every WWD
may create confidential channels with Anchors. The WWDs authenticates
against the authentication server via the anchors in their proximity.

3.2. Adversarial Models

The robustness of the system will be determined by the capabilities of the
adversarial model under consideration. In general we assume computation-
ally bounded adversaries which cannot break the cryptographic algorithms
used by the elements of the system to protect their communications.

In the following we provide an informal definition of the various types of
adversarial models that may attempt to attack some of the elements of our
system.

Definition 1 (TheADVHBC model). An honest-but-curious adversary (ADVHBC)
is an attacker that does not deviate from the protocol specification by modi-
fying, fabricating or deleting messages from the elements of the system. The
actions that are permitted for this type of adversary are:

• Store the messages exchanged by the elements of the system, and
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• Analyse the communication flows.

An ADVHBC is often concerned with being detected while attacking the
system. This type of adversary tries to infer any information from the mere
observation of the communications and thereby it is usually referred to a
passive attacker. Also, we assume ADVHBC are external, that is, they are in
possession of no cryptographic material to decrypt messages.

Definition 2 (The ADVMAL model). A malicious adversary (ADVMAL) is
an attacker that tries to actively disrupt the normal operation of the protocol.
Besides storing and analysing the communications, an ADVMAL can perform
the following actions:

• Fabricate (fake or inconsistent) messages,

• Replay previously stored messages, and

• Perturb some properties of the wireless signal (i.e., amplification, at-
tenuation, block or delay).

The strategy of an ADVMAL is to deviate from the protocol specification
in order to find an attack vector. Therefore, ADVMAL can also be referred
to as active attackers. Active attacks are usually launched by external ad-
versaries which are not worried of being caught cheating.

Definition 3 (The ADVDIS model). A dishonest adversary (ADVDIS) is a
legitimate user of the system who is occasionally interested in bypassing some
of the policies of the system.

An ADVDIS is basically a legitimate user who is capable of completing
the authentication protocol but he can occasionally behave as a malicious
user (ADVMAL). This type of adversary is not interesting in interfering with
the operation of the system.

Definition 4 (The ADVCAP model). The ADVCAP is an attacker that com-
promises some of the elements of the system in order to gain access to the
cryptographic material contained in them.

We make a distinction between ADVDIS and ADVCAP even though both
are internal attackers. However, the first adversarial model is only interested
in fooling the system but the second model is more powerful. In fact, we
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consider that anADVCAP can compromise not only WWDs but also Anchors.
After compromising any of these devices he can retrieve any information
intended for the captured device. Also, this type of attacker can perform
passive or active attacks to other elements of the system.

Definition 5 (TheADVCOL model). A colluders adversarial model (ADVCOL)
consists of a group of adversaries that cooperate in order to attack the system.

The ADVCOL model may consist of any number of aforementioned adver-
saries. Here, we concentrate on a special case of collusion where a ADVDIS
helps an ADVMAL to convince the system that the dishonest user is closer
than he actually is. This type of collusion is also known as terrorist fraud
attack.

3.3. Security and Privacy Threats

The adversarial models described in Section 3.2 introduce a number of
security and privacy threats to PBAC systems. Next we provide a list of
potential attacks and relate them to the requirements of the system.

• Identity-related threats: As in any authentication protocol, the first
threats we need to consider are those related with the identities of the
elements involved in the protocol.

I.1 Impersonation, is the process by which an entity attempts to pose
as another element of the system. This type of attack can be
done by using the identifier of another device or by mimicking its
behaviour. Our goal is to prevent an attacker from impersonating
a legitimate WWD.

• Privacy-related threats: the integration of wireless-enabled tech-
nologies to seamlessly authenticate WWDs on behalf of their owners
pose serious privacy risks. By merely observing the packets being ex-
changed between the elements of the system an attacker might obtain
sensitive information about the users. Since the identifiers of the de-
vices are static and many solutions use them for authentication pur-
poses, the following threats might appear:

P.1 Re-identification, is the process by which apparently anonymous
data is linked to its true owner. The identifier of devices interact-
ing with the system can be eventually linked to real individuals.
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For example, this can be achieved after physical observation of the
owner of the device. Our goal is to avoid messages from revealing
the identity of a particular user of the system.

P.2 Unsolicited Tracking, refers to the ability to observe the behaviour
of an individual for a period of time. This term might refer to
the actions or the movements of the user. Tracking might be
possible even if re-identification is not. The goal of our scheme is
to prevent attackers from linking two different messages belonging
to the same user.

• Location-related threats: the robustness of the localisation process
is a critical factor since the access to resources is not only based on the
identity of the users but also on their location. Therefore, it is necessary
to consider the error introduced by the underlying technology used to
locate the users but most importantly whether the user is capable of
fooling the system into believe that he is located somewhere else. There
are several types of attack in this respect (Cremers et al., 2012):

L.1 Distance fraud, is an attack in which the goal is to convince the
system that the adversary is at a different distance than he really
is. This type of attack is normally used to get access to resources
that are out of the range of the adversary. The goal is to avoid
that a legitimate user convinces the anchor of being in range while
being outside of the proximity zone.

L.2 Mafia fraud, consists of making the localisation system believe
that a honest user of the system is at a different location. This is
a man-in-the-middle attack that is also known as relay attack. By
employing this type of attack the user unknowingly grants access
to resources to the adversary. The goal is that the attacker cannot
convince the authentication server that a legitimate user is in a
particular location (close to an anchor) when he is not.

L.3 Terrorist fraud, is the process by which an adversary is helped by
a dishonest user to fool the system into believing that the user is
at a different location. In some sense this is a form of consensual
impersonation. The goal is that the attacker and a dishonest user
cannot collude to grant access to the attacker on-behalf of user
without physically giving the WWD to the attacker.
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We have defined a number of adversarial models and threats but pro-
viding a complete solution capable of protecting from all of them is rather
difficult, specially given the hardware limitations of WWDs. Therefore, the
focus of this work is on the identity- and privacy-related threats inherent
to continuous authentication schemes rather than trying to solve location-
related problems. Notwithstanding, as we will see in the following sections,
we introduce some basic countermeasures in an attempt to hamper the suc-
cess of the latter threats.

4. Platform Description

For our prototype we use the eZ430-Chronos platform2 from Texas In-
strument as the WWD. It provides a highly integrated, wireless development
system which is implemented as a wrist watch that the user can wear without
requiring any adaptation. Moreover, the eZ430-Chronos platform presents
several advantages that make it the ideal choice for implementing our proto-
type. It is a relatively affordable WWD hardware3 that incorporates a well
documented programming API and has the support of a wide development
community and Texas Instrument experts. Also, there are some community
supported firmwares that allow for a customised configuration. In particu-
lar, we chose the OpenChronos4 firmware as the base for our development.
The authentication server and the anchors are implemented as services in a
computer. The anchors need an RF transmission module operating in the
same band as the eZ430-Chronos.

Since our scheme is primarily concerned with allowing a secure, non-
invasive continuous authentication of users while preserving their privacy, we
identify the following key elements to tackle this problem:

• Symmetric-key cryptography. Symmetric key cryptography enables us
to establish confidential channels between the elements of the infras-
tructure but it can also be used for authentication purposes using for
example CBC-MAC. The legitimate WWDs and the elements of the
tracking system should be able to use a symmetric-key encryption
scheme in order to provide both authentication and confidentiality.

2http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/EZ430-Chronos
3The development kit costs less than 60 euros.
4http://github.com/poelzi/OpenChronos/
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The reason for using symmetric-key encryption instead of asymmetric-
key encryption is basically due to the inherent hardware limitations of
most Wearable Wireless Devices currently available on the market. The
WWD should then include a cryptographic module that make encryp-
tion efficient both in time and power consumption. The eZ430-Chronos
platform includes a built-in AES co-processor which allows for efficient
symmetric-key cryptographic operations.

• ID removal. The messages transmitted by the wireless devices con-
tain addressing information. An important mechanism to prevent an
observer from using this information to track the device is to remove
any identifiers contained in the packets or periodically change them.
Moreover, we must prevent the disclosure of the device identifier in
networks frames, otherwise the location of the user is continuously ex-
posed. Instead, the identifier must be available but only to authorised
entities, that is, to the infrastructure (e.g., using confidential chan-
nels). This prevents external users becoming aware of any user or
device addresses used. The platform should then expose the lowest
medium access network layer of the communication, allowing for cus-
tom packet formats where IDs are removed. The network drivers in-
cluded in the OpenChronos expose the MAC layer and allow developers
to work with the wireless interface at a low level. The TI proprietary
stack SimpliciTITMstack5 can be fully removed and a new stack can be
implemented that does not use any ID for addressing.

• Transmission power adjustment. By limiting the strength of the wire-
less signals broadcast by the infrastructure, WWDs would only be able
to respond to those signals that come from other neighbouring devices
within a short time period. When the transmission power of the an-
tennas is low enough, this can prevent remote users being able to au-
thenticate with a particular node thereby pretending to be somewhere
else. Together with timing constrains this can mitigate in some degree
attacks that try to alter the legitimate location of the users. Anyway,
this is not the primary focus of our work and we acknowledge that this
feature can only be considered as very naive solution to the problem

5SimpliciTI is a TI proprietary low-power RF protocol aimed at simple, small RF
networks
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of Distance Bounding presented in Section 3.3. The tools provided
by Texas Instrument allow developers to adjust all the parameters of
the RF interface. In particular, transmission power can be adjusted to
allow a sensitivity of few centimetres.

• Data freshness. It is necessary to ensure that the data generated is
current to prevent the attacker from using a previous message in re-
sponse to a present message, and thus succeeding in impersonating a
legitimate user of the system. A system clock accurate enough could be
used to check time constrains and synchronise to some extent the ele-
ments of the system. Random number generator can also help achieving
the same features. The eZ430-Chronos includes an internal clock and
although it does not include a hardware module for random number
generators, their sensors can be used to get some entropy and produce
pseudo-random numbers.

• Tailored user interaction. Some of the attacks and threats on con-
tinuous authentication using wireless devices are based on using the
wireless device signals without the user consent. User interaction can
be used to get explicit user consent. Instead of requiring the user to
input any data the interaction should require a less invasive approach.
The WWD should be capable of getting the attention of users and
presenting relevant information (e.g. buzzing, vibrating, using an LCD
screen) and get their feedback in an user friendly way when needed (e.g.
clicking buttons, accelerometer data). The watch includes a buzzer and
a LCD screen that can be used to attract users attention and present
some relevant information to them. Also, the accelerometers can be
used to get user feedback in an non-intrusive way (e.g. waving hands
or tapping the screen for confirmation).

These are the building blocks that we use for the development of our pro-
totype implementation. Further details are provided in the following section.

5. Prototype Implementation

This section presents the implementation details of our prototype for the
provision of proximity-based services. We also discuss some of the limitations
of our prototype at the end of the section.
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5.1. Overview

The prototype implementation we devised consists of a one-way authen-
tication mechanism that is based on the use of symmetric key encryption.
The users and the Auth. Server share keys, Ki, that allow users to generate
a message authentication code (MAC) at both ends of the communication
channel. Anchors serve as authentication proxies to enable geographically
distributed applications. The behaviour and interactions between the ele-
ments of our prototype are depicted in Figure 2. The notation used in this
figure is described in Table 1.

WWD

r2
R {0, 1}n

MAC = fKi(r1kr2)
e = EKZ

(IDkMAC)

Ki, KZ 2 {0, 1}k

r1

r2ke

Anchor
KZ 2 {0, 1}k

r1
R {0, 1}n

IDkMAC = DKZ
(e)

r1kr2kIDkMAC

Auth. Server
Ki, 8i 2 [1, N ]

K = getkey(ID)

MAC
?
= fK(r1kr2)

Figure 2: Continuous authentication protocol prototype

In our prototype, anchors are periodically broadcasting random num-
bers, r1, which are used by WWDs in range together with their own random
number, r2, to generate the MAC code that will be finally verified by the
authentication server. Additionally, anchors and WWDs share a symmetric
zone key, KZ , to conceal the device identifier (ID) at the application layer
and thereby protect users’ privacy6.

Upon the reception of the reply, the anchor obtains the random value
provided by the WWD, r2, and decrypts the rest of the message, from which
it obtains the device identifier, ID, and the MAC. These data together with
the original random value r1 are forwarded to the Auth. Server, which uses
the ID to retrieve the key shared with the WWD. Finally, the Auth. Server
checks the validity of the received MAC by using the key and the parameters
received.

6Recall that we remove any identifiers contained in the message headers.
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Symbol Description
k, n Size of the keys and random numbers used in the protocol
N Number of legitimate WWDs in the system
Ki Authentication key shared between the WWD and the Authentication Server
KZ Encryption key shared by all legitimate WWDs and anchors used for confidentiality
r1, r2 Random numbers
{0, 1}n Set of all binary strings of length n
‖ Concatenation operator
R←− Random selection operator

= Assignment operator
?
= Equality operator

fK(·) Message Authentication Code function using key K
EK(·), DK(·) Encryption and decryption operators respectively using key K

ID WWD identifier
getkey(·) Method that returns the key associated with a given ID

Table 1: Notation of the protocol prototype

In what follows, we provide more details on the implementation of each
of the components of our prototype.

5.2. Implementation details

The service offered by our prototype is the login into a Linux system.
While the WWD is in range the session remains open, if the WWD is not
responding for a certain period of time the session is terminated.

The authentication server has been implemented in a PC using python
running a Linux distribution. Also, the anchor and the service provider are
implemented as independent services in the same PC, for simplicity in the
deployment. The PC is equipped with an USB dongle that is capable of com-
municating with the WWDs as they are based on the same RF transceiver.
Moreover, this PC can communicate with the authentication server using
mutually authenticated SSL channels.

Regarding cryptography, we use AES for confidentiality in the wireless
channel because of the existence of a cryptographic module in the WWDs (see
Section 4). We also take advantage of this module for the implementation of
message authentication codes, i.e. fK(·) = AES-CBC-MACK(·). Moreover,
we have created a small PKI using OpenSSL7 with a single Certification
Authority (CA) that issues certificates for the anchor, the service provider
and the authentication server in order to support SSL communications.

7http://www.openssl.org/
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The authentication server waits for SSL connections from anchors and
service providers in the system. Only connections authenticated with a valid
certificate signed by our CA are accepted. The anchor forwards the packets
received from the WWD using the authenticated channel in such a way that
for every received packet the authentication server knows which anchor it
is by simply checking the client certificate used in the SSL session. When a
WWD is authenticated, the authentication server notifies the service provider
using also an SSL channel. After a short period of time without notifications
from the authentication server, the user is assumed to be away and the service
provider locks the system.

In the RF channel, the messages exchanged between WWDs and anchors
have the following format (src, dst, type, payload). The element of the mes-
sage are described below:

• The source address, src. Anchors use it as a unique value that identify
then, for WWD it is always set to 0xFF.

• The destination address, dst. This value is always set to 0xFF.

• The message type, type. It is basically used to determine the size of the
payload and parse its contents. Currently, there are 2 message types
RAND and AUTH.

• The content, payload. The content is just a random number for mes-
sages of type RAND and for type AUTH it contains an encrypted
payload composed of the random number generated by the WWD, its
ID and the MAC, everything encrypted with the zone key.

When the anchor needs to access the RF channel it interacts with the USB
dongle using a serial API. The API provides methods for sending the random
number and receiving AUTH packets that have already been decrypted using
the zone key inside the dongle. Hence assuming the device includes some
measures for tamper resistance, the zone key never leaves the USB dongle.
We perform decryption within the dongle in order to protect the zone key.
Moreover, the dongle is equipped with a cryptographic module similar to the
one included in the WWD, which ensures an efficient decryption process. As
for random numbers, they are generated in the PC and passed to the USB
dongle using the serial API. The dongle then assembles the network packet
and finally sends the random number over the RF channel. The anchor will
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only accept AUTH messages for a particular RAND message a small fraction
of time, which is defined by the system administrator.

5.3. Analysis and Limitations

The prototype implementation is mainly concerned with the protection
against attackers interested in impersonating legitimate users of the system
or compromising their privacy.

AnADVHBC observes and analyses the communications in the RF channel
in order to retrieve any information that allows him to link messages to partic-
ular WWDs or users. However, our prototype introduces several mechanisms
that prevent honest-but-curious adversaries from successfully re-identifying
or tracking users. In particular, WWDs do not include any identifiers at
frame level, instead they are cryptographically protected within the packet
payload. Moreover, the appearance of the payload changes for every new
packet because it depends on two random numbers (r1 and r2). Therefore, it
is very important to have a good source of entropy for the random number
generators.

An ADVMAL might be interested in impersonating a legitimate user of
the system to gain access to resources or in tracking users without their con-
sent. To that end, he might try to deceive a the legitimate WWD into believe
it is communicating with a legitimate anchor. This adversary might perform
several types of attack. First, he can continuously transmit the same random
number in an attempt to track a WWD. However, if the random numbers
generated by the WWD are sufficiently random this type of attack is infea-
sible. Second, a malicious adversary might generate a significant number of
different random numbers to retrieve valid authentication tokens to be latter
used with the legitimate anchor. Unfortunately, the use of random numbers
generated by the WWD does not protect against this type of threat. Includ-
ing some kind of timestamping (e.g., a counter) in the packets would solve
this problem but it would also introduce additional synchronisation prob-
lems, which are left for future work. Third, the adversary might attempt
to perform a mafia fraud attack by relaying the random numbers from the
anchor to the WWD and also relaying the reply back to the anchor. Two
ADVCOL adversaries (i.e., ADVMAL and ADVDIS) might try to bypass the
authentication process in a similar way by performing a terrorist fraud at-
tack. These attacks are successful only if the reply arrives to the anchor
immediately after the anchor sends the random number. Our solution does
not fully address this threat but in an attempt to diminish it the anchors
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only accept replies to a particular random number within a very short time
period specified with a predefined parameter.

Furthermore, ADVMAL and ADVDIS can alter some properties of the
signal. On the one hand, the former adversary could launch denial-of-service
(DoS) attacks by blocking the wireless signals transmitted by WWDs and
Anchors. We consider that this type of attack is out of the scope of our
solution. On the other hand, an ADVDIS might try to amplify the signals to
convince the anchor of being in its vicinity. This type of attacks can only be
eliminated with a precise clock measuring the time of arrival of the signals
but we aim to reduce this threat by adjusting the transmission and by only
accepting replies within a short time window.

Finally, an ADVCAP capturing anchors or a WWD could extract the
cryptographic material from these devices. In case the key used to establish
the confidential channel is compromised, all the communications intended for
the anchor would be exposed. This poses a serious privacy breach because
the ID of the WWDs would be accessible to the attacker. Therefore, it
is important to prevent this from happening. In the following section we
present an improved solution that removes the need for a confidentiality key
in favour of a pseudo-anonymous scheme.

6. Pseudo-Anonymous Continuous Authentication Scheme

This section presents an improved scheme that by relaxing the anonymity
requirement is capable to resist the threat of compromised zone keys. First,
we provide a detailed description of the pseudo-anonymous scheme and then
we discuss on the features and potential extensions to the protocol.

6.1. Overwiew

The pseudo-anonymous scheme consists of two phases. The first phase is
more computation intensive but it only takes place when the WWD enters a
new zone for the first time. At the end of this phase, both the WWD and the
Auth. Server share a temporal key to be used in the following. The second
phase, which is more lightweight for both the WWD and the Auth. Server,
is used until the device leaves the area. In Figure 3 we show the interactions
between the elements of the system and we separate the two phases by a
dashed line. The new notation necessary for the pseudo-anonymous scheme
is shown in Table 2.
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Anchor

r1
R {0, 1}n

Auth. Server
Ki, 8i 2 [1, N ]

WWD
Ki 2 {0, 1}k

r1

r2kaIDkMAC

r3
R {0, 1}n r3

r4
R {0, 1}n

aMAC = fKT
(r1, r2)

r4kaMAC

t

id, K = getkey&id(s)
store(K, id, Anch)

s

r2
R {0, 1}n

mask R {0, 1}m

KT = g(Ki, r1, r2)
MAC = fKi

(r1kr2)
mID = mask ^ ID
aID = mIDkmask

ID = getactiveid(t, Anch)
update(ID, Anch)

t = r3kr4kaMAC

s = r1kr2kaIDkMAC

Figure 3: Pseudoanonymous Scheme

The communication model is very similar to the prototype implementa-
tion but here we use two different authentication codes: MAC and aMAC.
The former is computed using the authentication key Ki shared between the
Auth. Server and each particular WWD. This key is only used when the wire-
less devices require a new temporal key, KT . The latter authentication code,
aMAC, is generated with the agreed temporal key and is used throughout
the second phase until the WWD leaves the zone.

Continuous authentication protocols require devices to be periodically
proving their identity. We want to avoid exposing the master authentication
key Ki too often and for that reason we use a temporal key KT for authen-
tication purposes. In this way, the Ki is only used at the very beginning of
the protocol and if by any chance the temporal key is compromised, it would
only be valid while the current session is active.

Also note from Figure 3 that the user ID is neither sent in clear nor
encrypted. In order to identify which WWD sent the MAC, the authenti-
cation server uses the function getid&key that iterates over all the user IDs
that match the aID in order to check which of the Ki was used to create
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Symbol Description
KT Temporal authentication key generated using g(·)

aMAC Message authentication code created with KT

mask Bit mask of the same size as the ID
mID Masked ID computed as the bitwise AND operation of the mask and the ID
aID Pseudo-anonymous ID composed of two elements: mask and mID
Anch The anchor identifier obtained from the SSL connection
∧ Bitwise AND operator
g(·) Key derivation function

getid&key(·) Returns the ID and temporal key
store(·) Stores the temporal key for a given ID and Anchor

getactiveid(·) Returns the ID of the WWD sending the aMAC
update(·) Refreshes the status of the temporal key

Table 2: Notation of the pseudo-anonymous scheme

the MAC. This process, which is depicted in Algorithm 1, is only executed
when the wireless device needs a new temporal key.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code algorithm for getid&key
Input: aID, MAC, r1, r2
1: m← mask size(aID)
2: for i = 0 to 2m step 1 do
3: id← generate(aID, i)
4: Ki ← getkey(id)
5: if (MAC == fKi(r1‖r2)) then
6: return (id, g(Ki, r1, r2))
7: end if
8: end for
9: return error

Clearly the complexity of this method depends on the number of bits
used in the aID mask. The more bits we hide the more secure (private) the
scheme is but the verification algorithm also becomes more inefficient. It is
necessary to find the right balance between the number of bits used in the
mask depending on the number of registered devices, the actual length of the
IDs, and the computational capabilities of the authentication server. Also,
it is important to take into consideration the mIDs already in use by other
WWDs in order to minimise the disclosure of information about the original
ID of the device.

After a successful authentication in phase 1, the authentication server
stores the temporal key of the matching user together with the anchor iden-
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tifier (Anch) that reported the presence of the WWD. The identifier of the
anchor can be retrieved from the SSL certificate used in the connection be-
tween the anchor and the authentication server.

In phase 2, when the WWD has an active temporal key shared with the
authentication server, it replies to the anchor by sending its own random
number and the aMAC. Then, the authentication server checks, using the
getactiveid function, whether the WWD still has an active temporal key and
in such case refreshes the status of the key. If active keys are not refreshed
in a given time frame they are removed from the database of active keys and
any subsequent authentication attempt from the corresponding user will fail.
In such case, the WWD will need to authenticate using phase 1 in order to
get a new temporal key.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code algorithm for getactiveid
Input: Anch, aMAC, r3, r4
1: for each id in active(Anch) do
2: KT ← getkey(id)
3: if (aMAC == fKT

(r3‖r4)) then
4: return id
5: end if
6: end for
7: return error

The getactiveid function, described in Algorithm 2, has lineal complexity
on the number of clients active in a particular anchor, which is expected to
be relatively low.

6.2. Discusion

The present design removes the need for a confidential channel between
the Anchor and the WWD in favour of pseudo-anonymised identifiers. By do-
ing so, the proposed scheme reliefs the system from relying on zone keys that
might be captured or compromised. Also, thanks to this, privacy-conscious
users only need to fully trust the authentication server to gain access to ser-
vices. In the prototype implementation, even legitimate anchors, which are
intended to serve as mere intermediaries, have access to the WWD identifiers
after decrypting the messages received from the users.

One of the main downsides of this scheme with respect to the prototype
implementation is that it requires a higher computational burden. Regarding
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the WWD, only the first phase of the protocol implies an increased number
of operations while the second phase is even more lightweight since message
confidentiality is no longer necessary. As for the authentication server, in
addition to keep a record of the authentication keys for all WWDs, it needs
to keep track of all active temporal keys. The bright side is that during
phase 2 the complexity of the verification process is reduced because the
authentication server only has to search among the number of clients active
for a particular anchor.

Clearly, the efficiency of our algorithms can be improved. Since this was
not the main goal of our algorithms, in the first phase we used a linear search
approach that is dependent on the number of possible matching IDs. How-
ever, in a real-world deployment the search space could be huge. Therefore,
it is important to explore new alternatives as it would not be difficult to
move from the adopted solution to a more time-efficient one. This is left for
future work.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a prototype implementation for proximity-
based access control that takes advantage of WWDs to allow for continuous
authentication. Our solution is mainly focused on the protection of user pri-
vacy while they access services in their vicinity although it also includes some
basic countermeasures to reduce other identity- and location-related threats
that may be caused by skilled adversaries.

The prototype is based on the eZ430-Chonos platform from Texas In-
struments, which features a wireless-enabled wrist watch that is used for the
seamless authentication of the user with the infrastructure. The feasibility of
our prototype has been empirically in a real-world setting, i.e., a secure and
privacy-preserving log-in and log-out service for workstations. Moreover, this
solution is extensible to many other application domains such as emergency
response scenarios, where a strong authentication with minor user interaction
is required.

Besides the prototype implementation we have proposed a pseudo-anony-
mous solution that overcomes some of the limitations of the prototype. This
new scheme exempts the anchor from performing cryptographic operations.
But most importantly, in this new version of the protocol the anchors do not
need to share any key material with the WWDs, which posed an important
threat to the security of the system if they were compromised. Also, this
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allows the distribution of slave anchors and a single master anchor in charge
of relaying the messages from the slaves to the server. Virtually, any wireless
device regardless of its computational power would be able to behave as a
slave anchor. This setting fits neatly into the Internet of Things paradigm
where any physical device is network-enabled.

As for future work, we plan to explore the possibilities that the LCD dis-
play and the sensors present in the eZ430-Chronos platform bring to enhance
the prototype. For example, the use of the LCD screen and the buttons can
be used to prevent some attacks. Also, one aspect we need to carefully study
is the use of sensors as a source of entropy for generating random numbers.
However, recent works suggest that sensors are not always a good source for
entropy. New WWD platforms with random number generators should be
explored.

We also plan to extend our scheme beyond proximity detection, allowing
different anchors to collaborate with each other in order to pinpoint the loca-
tion of the users. This is an interesting step towards more resilient solutions
to location-related attacks. Furthermore, we are interested in extending our
prototype by producing location evidences that can be validated by external
entities. Finally, we need to improve the efficiency of the our algorithms to
scale adequately with the number of users in the system.
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